
The Latin Workspace series, specially designed by Classical Conversations’ founder 
Leigh Bortins, is perfect for review or helping any student brand new to Latin. Each 
consumable workbook shows students how to parse Henle First Year Latin into 
manageable daily assignments, and helps young scholars track their work—valuable skills 
for any language study. Parents learning Latin for the first time will love these books.

IATINL
WORKSPACE

It’s here! Introducing Latin Workspace I, the next in Classical Conversations’ 
exclusive series of companion guides for Henle First Year Latin.

Latin Workspace A covers the first 15 lessons of Henle First Year Latin. 
Challenge A students will spend the full year covering this new content.

Challenge B students will review the first fifteen lessons in double-time, 
so they can use Latin Workspace A for the first semester of Challenge B. 
After that, they will switch to Latin Workspace B for the remainder of 
the year.

Latin Workspace B covers the middle fifteen lessons of Henle First Year 
Latin. Challenge B students will slow down to cover this new content 
in second semester.

Challenge I students will review the first thirty chapters in double-time, 
so they can use Latin Workspace A and then Latin Workspace B for the 
first semester of Challenge I. After that, they will switch to Latin Work-
space I for the remainder of the year.

Latin Workspace I covers the lesson numbers 30–42 of Henle First Year 
Latin. Challenge I students slow down to cover this new content in 
second semester.

This consumable, easy-to-use series allows parents and students to      
progress through Henle First Year Latin with confidence.

Workspace A (part 1/3 of Henle First Year Latin) AS043 $12.99      Buy now!
Workspace B (part 2/3 of Henle First Year Latin)  BS062 $12.99      Now available!
Workspace I (part 3/3 of First Year Latin)  1S010 $12.99      Available Fall 2018

My Challenge A daughter, who has a very meticulous personality, is really enjoying [Latin 
Workspace A]. Because she has a clear way of organizing and recording her work, she is 
much less frustrated than her older siblings were at the start of Latin. She does Latin first 
every morning now!

—Jennifer Courtney, Challenge parent and director
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